
ASTR622 Class Projet - Kari HelgasonThe Shape ParameterThe old dark matter (CDM) power spetrum is ommonly used to ompare with osmologialobservations. It an be onveniently desibed as P (k) = AknT 2

k
where the n is usually taken as

n ≃ 1 and Tk is the transfer funtion. The transfer funtion haraterizes any modi�ations of theprimordial power spetrum. These inlude gravitational growth, e�ets of pressure and dissipativefores, all of whih tend to redue power on small sales. An aurate alulation of the transferfuntion is a hallenging numerial task sine one has to onsider a mixture of baryons, dark matterand radiation, requiring the solution of the Boltzmann equation and partile interations. Thereforeit is useful to �nd simple analyti formulae to �t the transfer funtion, Tk. The BBKS approximationassumes pure adiabati CDM (Bardeen et al. 1986):
Tk =

ln(1 + 2.34q)

2.34q

[

1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4
]

−0.25where q = k(Ωmh2)Mpc. This is assuming Ωm ≫ Ωb. A non-zero baryoni energy density willlower the dark matter ontribution to Ωtot. A shape parameter Γ for the transfer funtion anbe de�ned as (Efstathiou, Bond & White, 1992):
q ≡

k/hMpc−1

Γ
.The shape parameter beomes Γ = Ωmh for zero baryon ontent. For a non-zero baryon ontribu-tion, it an approximated as (Sugiyama 1995):

Γ = Ωmh · exp
[

−Ωb(1 +
√

2h/Ωm

]If we aept the CDM piture at fae value then the best �t of Γ an be used to onstrain Ωm,
Ωb and h. Large redshift surveys, suh as CfA, LCRS, 2df and SDSS, have mapped the distributionof galaxies and given us the linear power spetrum to a reasonable auray. The shape parameterurrently favoured is

Γ ≃ 0.25 + 0.31(n−1 − 1)whih redues to Γ ∼ 0.25 for the spetral index n ≃ 1. For a reasonable baryon ontent of
Ωb = 0.04 we end up with Γ ≃ 0.9Ωmh. To math the observations, this strongly favours a universewith Ωm < 1 but should be loser to Ω ≃ 0.3. To salvage the Ωm = 1 universe, sientists played withdi�erent models of dark matter mixtures (CDM, WDM, HDM) whih an lead to lower apparentvalues of Γ. In light of existing data that supports the ΛCDM universe with Ωm ≃ 0.3, these modelsnow seem ill-motivated.


